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Hardware options are easily added and more accurate
with the correct systems in place to do so.

Quoting
Easier Quoting System. Quote on door style and
number of doors. Initial door size details not required for
quote.

Centralised at a head office base. Quotes Nationwide
can be done from one central point.

Faster and less complex than current available options.
Merchant Customers can self quote with high
confidence,

Final door schedule supplied for approval prior to
delivery for builder to confirm.

Targeted delivery times, no more need to forward
order with unsure delivery dates.

Supply

No site measure required.

Damaged stock or incorrect supply, can be
immediately rectified. No more long delays.

Install

Quick Door Hanger also supplied to speed up install (will be
supplied free with doors).
Doors can be supplied cropped for hardware when hardware
also ordered.

Doors can easily be changed to a double.

Doors can be Hung Left or Right Handed.

Any unforeseen changes to plans can be easily rectified.
Both Jambs and Doors are fully preprimed, saving builder time.

Can be ordered when required, no need to order well in
advance.

Assembled in two minutes, hung in four.

Merchant’s

We work 100% on behalf of the merchant,

If the Merchant doesn’t sell, we don’t sell.

Guaranteed Sale. We do not sell direct.... Ever.

Increase share of wallet.

but we will work with the customer on the Merchants
behalf. helping the Merchant get the sale.

No Site Measure Delays

Time Saving- Doors and Jambs are Pre primed

Easy to store on site.

Warranty-NZ Made products, so National warranty
standards already established.

No last minute door hold ups,

Time Saving- Easy to make and install on site.

Doors pre primed enhances door warranty.

Builders

Time Saving- Doors can be supplied Cropped

Doors can be stored on site or in container with
limited loss of space.

Easier to transport. Multiple doors can be moved
up floors at a time, not one at a time as is
standard now.

Construction
Easier for mass supply options, no more delays.

Pre Fabricated Factories
Able to store all their needs on a limited
space and re stock as required, pre
order, pre-cropped and save install time.

SYSTEM

FEATURES & BENEFITS

The DUO DOOR SYSTEM
from


